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Master-class in Oncogynecology

09.00 – 14.00  Registration

09.00 – 09.15  Opening ceremony. Prof. Nikolay Krasnoselskiy (Director of Institute)

Session I  Chairpersons: Prof. Arnim Bader, Prof. S. Kartashev, Dr. Vladyslav Sukhin

09.15 – 09.30  Presentation of European society of gynecological Oncology (ESGO) (Dr. Kamil Zalewski, Poland)

09.30 – 10.30  Videosession – Laparoscopic radical hysterectomy in cervical cancer stage IB1. (Prof. Arnim Bader, Dr. Rene Laky, Austria)

10.30 – 10.45  Our experience of laparoscopic surgery in oncogynecological patients (Dr. Vladyslav Sukhin, Ukraine)

10.45 – 11.00  Oncological safety of the application of the uterine manipulator (Dr. Sergey Taranenko, Belarus)

11.00 – 11.15  Discussion

11.15 – 11.45  Coffee-break

11.45 – 12.15  Laparoscopic pelvic lymphadenectomy in endometrial cancer patients (Dr. Tufan Oge, Turkey)

12.15 – 12.45  Laparoscopic sentinel lymph node detection in cervical cancer patients (Prof. Arnim Bader, Austria)

12.45 – 13.15  Technique of laparoscopic pelvic and paraaortic lymphadenectomy in oncogynecological patients (Dr. Rene Laky, Austria).

13.15 – 13.30  Discussion

13.30 – 14.30  Lunch

Session II Chairpersons: Prof. Alexander Mikhanovskiy, Dr. Rene Laky

14.30 – 15.00  Extraperitoneal paraaortic lymphadenectomy in cervical cancer patients (Dr. Kamil Zalewski, Poland)

15.00 – 15.15  Experience of laparoscopic surgery in oncogynecology of the Chernigov regional oncological clinic (Valeriy Zub, Ukraine)

15.15 – 15.30  The application of sealing technology during combined operations in patients with pelvic malignant advanced disease (Prof. Nikolay Krasnoselskiy, Ukraine)

15.30 – 15.45  Minimal invasive surgery in treatment of endometrial cancer patients. (Prof. S. Kartashev, Ukraine)

15.45 – 16.00  Discussion

16.00 – 16.30  Coffee-break

16.30 – 16.45  Vaginal tracheectomy in cervical cancer patients (Prof. Valentin Svintsitskiy, Ukraine)

16.45 – 17.00  Application of bio-sealing technology in oncogynecological surgery (Dr. Yuriy Shen, Ukraine)

17.00 – 17.15  Role of endovascular approach in treatment of trophoblastic tumor (Dr. Natalia Tsip, Ukraine)

17.15 – 17.30  Laparoscopic radical hysterectomy in cervical cancer - analysis of postoperative and long-term oncological results 120 operations. (Dr. Sergiy Baido)

17.30 – 17.45  Discussion

17.45 – 18.00  Conclusion

19.00  Social evening
20. Apr. 2018

08.30 – 09.00  Registration

Session I  Chairpersons: Prof. Nikolay Krasnoselskiy, Dr. Andrey Besnosenko, Prof. Igor Belozorov

08.45 – 09.00  Historical formation of surgical school in Kharkov (Prof. Igor Belozorov, Ukraine)
09.00 – 09.30  Video-assisted lobectomy in lung cancer patient (Prof. Heribert Ortlieb, Germany)
09.30 – 09.50  Interventional methods of diagnostics and endoscopic treatment of malignant diseases. (Prof. Nikolay Krasnoselskiy, Dr. Alexander Panov, Dr. Roman Spuzak, Ukraine)
09.50 – 10.10  Methods of surrounding tissue protection during the radiofrequency ablation of the tumor. (Prof. Nikolay Krasnoselskiy, Dr. Svyatoslav Balaka, Ukraine)
10.10 – 10.30  Endovascular surgery in treatment of hepatic malignancies (Dr. Hennadii Hrechikhin, Ukraine)
10.30 – 10.50  Percutaneous transhepatic endobiliary interventions in patients with unresectable cholangiocarcinomas. (Prof. Valeriy Boiko, Anastasia Sochneva)
10.50 – 11.10  Discussion
11.10 – 11.40  Coffee break
11.40 – 12.00  Role of laparoscopic liver resection in case of primary and metastatic hepatic cancer (Prof. Denis Skoriy, Ukraine)
12.00 – 12.15  Actual problems of laparoscopic approach in Oncosurgery. (Dr. Ekaterina Kharchenko, Ukraine)
12.15 – 12.35  Role of minimal invasive surgery in treatment of esophageal and gastric cancer (Dr. Yuriy Kondratskiy, Ukraine)
12.35 – 13.00  Laparoscopic multivisceral resections in the treatment of locally advanced gastric cancer. (Dr. Baydo Sergey, Golub Dmytro, Ukraine)
13.00 – 13.20  Discussion
13.20 – 14.20  Lunch

Session II  Chairpersons: Prof. Denis Skoriy, Dr. Svyatoslav Balaka

14.20 – 14.40  Minimal invasive surgery of pancreatic cancer (Dr. Konstantin Kopchak, Ukraine)
14.40 – 15.10  Transanal mesorectal excision of the low located rectal cancer (Dr. Dimitris Ntourakis, Greece)
15.10 – 15.30  Laparoscopic surgery in treatment of rectal cancer (Dr. Andrey Besnosenko, Ukraine)
15.30 – 15.50  Laparoscopic radical prostatectomy in prostate cancer patients (Taron Nalbahdyan, Ukraine)
15.50 – 16.20  Coffee break
16.20 – 16.40  Laparoscopic pelvic exenteration - surgical extremism or an attempt to improve results? (Dr. Baydo Sergey, Golub Dmytro, Ukraine)
16.40 – 16.55  Our experience of the laparoscopic surgery of colorectal cancer (Mikhail Seleznev, Ukraine)
16.55 – 17.10  Discussion
17.10 – 17.20  Conclusion. Closing Address.
19.00  Social evening